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Author Warranty, Copyright Assignment, and Open Access License
Please read and complete this warranty; submit one signed copy to the AJA upon provisional acceptance
of the article.

This Agreement is made with the American Journal of Archaeology (the “AJA”) and the Archaeological
Institute of America (the “AIA”), a District of Columbia Corporation located at 44 Beacon Street,
Boston, MA 02108. In consideration of the publication of the Article (the “Article”) submitted by the
Authors in the AJA, as well as the publication of any Supplementary Content on the AJA website
(www.ajaonline.org), the Authors of the Article agree to the terms and conditions and make the
representations and warranties set forth herein.

SECTION A: Copyright Assignment
Each of the Authors hereby assigns to the AIA, during the full term of copyright and any extensions or
renewals of that term, all copyright in and to the Article. This includes but is not limited to the rights to
publish, republish, transmit, sell, distribute, and otherwise use the Article and the material contained
therein in electronic and print editions of the AJA and in derivative works throughout the world, in all
languages and in all media of expression now known or later developed, and to license or permit others
to do so.
Notwithstanding the above, the Authors retain all proprietary rights other than copyright, such as patent
and trademark rights and rights to any process or procedure described in the Article. In addition to these
retained rights, the AIA grants back to the Authors a limited license to republish, with a citation to the
source of the published Article, all or part of the material from the published Article in oral
presentations and future works written or edited by the Authors, including theses, dissertations, and
books. The AIA also grants the Authors a limited license to post, with a citation to the source of the
published Article, an electronic version of the published Article, in form and content as published by the
AIA for publication in the AJA, on their institution’s secure internal network.

_____ Signing Author Initials
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SECTION B: Open Access License
In consideration of the open access publication of the Article’s Supplementary Content on the AJA
website (www.ajaonline.org), the Authors hereby agree to abide by AJA’s open access policy and hereby
grant a license to publish and reproduce the Supplementary Content under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Non-Commercial License (“CC BY-NC”). The Authors understand that, under the terms of CC
BY-NC (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/), they retain ownership of copyright of the
Supplementary Content, but that anyone can copy, print, extract, reuse, archive, and distribute the
Supplementary Content for any legal noncommercial purpose, as long as the appropriate credit is given
to the Authors, the AJA, and the AIA.

SECTION C: Representations and Warranties
On his or her own behalf and on behalf of each of the Authors, the Signing Author hereby represents
and warrants:
(a) that the Article, and any Supplementary Content, is an original work, has not been published before,
and is not being considered for publication elsewhere in its final form either in printed or electronic
form;
(b) that the Article, and any Supplementary Content, does not infringe or violate any existing copyright
or other third party right, that the Signing Author has obtained permission from any copyright holder to
reproduce in the Article and any Supplementary Content (in all media including print and electronic
form) material not owned by the Signing Author, and that the source has been acknowledged in the
Article, and any Supplementary Content, using, whenever relevant, the precise wording specified by the
copyright holder;
(c) that, in the case of first publication of archaeological material, the Signing Author has written
permission from excavation directors and/or other relevant authorities to publish this material;
(d) that the Article, and any Supplementary Content, does not contain any material that is libelous, that
invades another’s right of privacy or publicity, or that is otherwise unlawful;
(e) that the Article, and any Supplementary Content, does not serve as the announcement or initial
scholarly presentation of any object in a private or public collection acquired after 30 December 1973,
unless its existence is documented before that date or it was legally exported from the country of origin;
(f) that the Article submitted, and any Supplemental Content, has been approved by each of the Authors
in the form in which it has been submitted; and
(g) that each of the Authors of the Article, and any Supplementary Content, has reviewed this
Agreement, agrees to its terms, conditions, and representations, and warranties and has authorized the
Signing Author to enter into this Agreement on their behalf.

The Signing Author agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the AJA and the AIA against all claims and
expenses (including legal costs and expenses) arising from any breach of the above warranties and
representations.

_____ Signing Author Initials
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SECTION D: Miscellaneous
The AIA will provide to the Signing Author one e-print of the Article to be distributed according to the
terms of use stipulated by the AIA. Hard copy reprints of the Article are available for purchase by the
Authors (minimum order of 25).
In any publication of the Article, the AJA or any licensee shall refer to the Authors as the authors of the
Article, and the AJA may use or authorize the use of any Author’s names and pertinent biographical data
in connection with the advertising or promotion of any publication of the Article.
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
applicable to agreements made and performed entirely therein. The provisions of this Agreement shall
be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the Authors, the AJA, and the AIA, and their respective
legal representatives, successors, and assigns.

Signed: _______________________________________

Date: _________________

Signing Author Name (the “Signing Author”): _______________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Article Title: ___________________________________________________________________

Names of all authors in the order in which they appear in the Article (the “Authors”):

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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